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ABSTRACT
Background: Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is a rare tumour arising from
epithelium of the nasopharynx. It constitutes only 1-5% of all cancers. In
Nigeria, it represents 1.7-2% of all cancers with a prevalence rate of
4/100,000. The incidence of nasopharyngeal carcinoma in children is
even rarer, accounting for less than 1% of all childhood malignancies.
Ten to twenty percent of nasopharyngeal carcinoma in Nigeria occurs in
children.
Aim: To increase the index of suspicion of clinicians to this disease in
children for prompt diagnosis and management.
Case Reports: The patients were 8 and 16 year-old Nigerian males who
presented with painless neck swelling at the paediatric clinic of a tertiary
hospital in south eastern Nigeria. Both were misdiagnosed and managed
for tuberculous lymphadenitis until a histological diagnosis suggested
nasopharyngeal carcinoma.
They were referred to a paediatric
oncologist at a premier tertiary hospital for further management,
following confirmation by otorhinolaryngologists.
Conclusion: Though rare, nasopharyngeal carcinoma should be
included as a differential in children presenting with cervical
lymphadenopathy. As a result, a throat examination by an ENT surgeon
should be made routine in all children presenting with cervical
lymphadenopathy. This is desirable since early diagnosis and prompt
treatment lead to a better prognosis.
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INTRODUCTION
The high prevalence of inflammatory diseases
in paediatric patients makes the occurrence of
prominent adenoidal tissue and cervical
lymphadenopathy a common finding.
Unfortunately,
rare
nasopharyngeal
carcinoma (NPC) shares these physical
findings
in
common
with
benign
inflammatory diseases of the pharynx. These
patients are generally treated with several
courses of antibiotics without response, and
ultimately require a biopsy to exclude other
pathologies such as NPC or lymphoma. There
are no specific symptoms that point to the
www.orientjom.com

diagnosis of NPC. High index of suspicion is,
therefore, necessary to diagnose NPC in
children.
CASE REPORTS
Case 1
An 8-year old Nigerian boy with 4 month
history of painless, progressively increasing,
bilateral neck swelling and intermittent low
grade fever was seen at the paediatric clinic of
a tertiary hospital in South-East Nigeria.
Clinical examination revealed massive,
discrete
lymphadenopathy, and bilateral
neck swelling extending from the angle of the
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jaw to the mid neck on both sides. An initial
clinical
diagnosis
of
tuberculous
lymphadenitis to rule out Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma was made.
Full blood count results were essentially
normal, Erythrocyte sedimentation rate was
30mm/hr. Lateral neck x-ray of the head and
neck showed soft tissue fullness of the roof
and posterior wall of nasopharynx with
associated narrowing of the nasopharyngeal
airway. There were few irregular and
punctate calcifications noted around the
aforementioned soft tissue but with no
definite associated bony destruction seen.
Findings were suggestive of nasopharyngeal
mass lesion. A computed tomography (CT)
scan of the base of the skull and
nasopharyngeal
region
was
advised.
However, CT scan was not done due to
financial constraints. Chest x-ray was normal.
An incisional biopsy of the mass was done
and a trial of anti- Koch’s regimen was started
while
awaiting histological
diagnosis.
However, the patient’s condition continued to
deteriorate as he subsequently developed
haemoptysis,
epistaxis
and
hearing
impairment while on admission.
Examination
of
routinely
stained
Haematoxylin and Eosin slides showed
complete effacement of normal nodal
architecture due to proliferating poorlydifferentiated squamous cells disposed in
irregular masses, see Figure 1. A histological
diagnosis of metastatic carcinoma arising
from a possibly nasopharyngeal primary was
made.
Otorhinolaryngologists were then invited to
review the patient and a biopsy of the
nasopharyngeal tumour was taken which
confirmed the nasopharyngeal origin of the
tumour.
Case 2
A 16-year old Nigerian male presented with a
left, painless neck mass that has been
increasing progressively in size for about
1year and 7months with associated headache,
occasional fever, and intermittent bleeding
www.orientjom.com
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from the nose and mouth. There was also
blurred vision on the left eye.
On clinical examination, vital signs were
normal. The neck mass measured 12cm x
15cm, hard and nodular. It was fixed to
underlying structures but not attached to
overlying skin. Full blood count result was
essentially normal. Erythrocyte sedimentation
rate was elevated at 56mm/hr.
A diagnosis of tuberculous lymphadenitis
was entertained and patient started on trial
anti-Koch’s regimen based on clinical
judgement. Mantoux test was done and it was
within the normal range. With poor response
after 2weeks of treatment, the suspicion of
Hodgkin’s lymphoma was entertained. The
patient was started on CyclophosphamideVincristine - Methotrexate - Prednisolone
regimen, based on clinical presentation and
deteriorating condition of the patient before
incision biopsy was done.
Examination
of
routinely
stained
Haematoxylin and Eosin slides showed
complete effacement of normal nodal
architecture due to proliferating poorlydifferentiated squamous cells disposed in
irregular masses, see Figure 2. A histological
diagnosis of metastatic carcinoma arising
from a nasopharyngeal primary was made.
Otorhinolaryngologists were invited to
review the patient and a biopsy of the
nasopharyngeal tumour was taken. On
confirmation of the nasopharyngeal origin of
the tumour, the patient was referred to a
paediatric oncologist at a premier tertiary
hospital for further management.
DISCUSSION
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) was first
described as a separate entity by Regaud and
Schmincke in 1921.1 It is a rare tumour arising
from epithelium of the nasopharynx.
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma constitutes only
1-5% of all cancers. The incidence of NPC in
children is even rarer accounting for less than
1% of all childhood malignancies.2 It has a
bimodal age distribution. A small peak is
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observed in late childhood (adolescence), and
a second peak occurs in people aged 5565years. Our second patient was also an
adolescent. The youngest case of NPC
reported was a two-year old and the eldest
was 91years old.2
It is primarily a disease of adults and its
incidence in children varies with geographical
location. Incidence is approximately 1 in
every 100,000 children annually, among
Caucasian children of North America and
Europe. The disease is far more common in
children of Southeast Asian and Northern
African descent, with an incidence of 8-25 in
every 100,000 children annually. In China,
where there is a high frequency of this
tumour, less than 1% of NPC occurs in
children under 14years of age. By
comparison, 10–20% of NPC in Tunisia,
Uganda, Kenya, Nigeria, and Sudan occur in
children.3
It represents 1.7-2.0% of all cancers in Nigeria
with a prevalence rate of 4 per 100,000.4,5
There is a male preponderance with a maleto-female ratio of approximately 2:1.4,5,6 The
two cases reported here were also males,
agreeing with the higher incidence in males.
As in both cases presented, nasopharyngeal
carcinoma rarely comes to medical attention
before it has spread to regional lymph nodes.
The most common physical finding is a neck
mass, which is painless, firm lymph node
enlargement seen in 80% of patients.2 Studies
showed more than 90% of patients presented
with neck swelling.7,8 Neck involvement is
often bilateral; the most common nodes
involved are the jugulodigastric, upper and
middle jugular nodes in the anterior cervical
chain.
Epstein
Barr
Virus
(EBV)
Viral
deoxyribonucleic
acid
(DNA)
in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma has revealed that
EBV can infect epithelial cells and is
associated with their transformation to
cancer.
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Figure 1. Photomicrograph of case 1

A genetic aetiology has been considered due
to the higher rates of disease within specific
ethnic groups, patients with first-degree
relatives with the disease, patients with A2
human leucocyte Antigen (HLA) haplotypes,
and cytogenetic abnormalities identified
within tumour samples. Environmental
causes must be considered due to the
geographical distribution of the disease and
association seen in patients who consume a
large amount of preserved foods and/ or
salted fish.5
Figure 2. Photomicrograph of case 2

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma in childhood
differs from its adult counterpart in the high
prevalence of the undifferentiated subtype,
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advance clinical stage at diagnosis and better
chances of survival.9
The results of recent clinical trials that include
both radiation therapy and chemotherapy,
generally report long-term survival between
50-80% overall.10,11 The risk of long-term
treatment-related toxicity also may be a more
important issue in these individuals.
CONCLUSION
Though rare, nasopharyngeal carcinoma
should be included as a differential in
children
presenting
with
cervical
lymphadenopathy. As a result, a throat
examination by an ENT surgeon should be
made routine in all children presenting with
cervical lymphadenopathy. This is desirable
since early diagnosis and prompt treatment
lead to a better prognosis.
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